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Abstract: Term extraction is an important task that automatically extracts relative terms from the
texts in a given domain. A significant number of web applications need to model information for
specific topics. In particular, we have explored a Taiwan government website that maintains the
Laws & Regulations Database of the Republic of China (R.O.C) to provide the current Chinese
law text to the public. However, the main issue is that there is no efficient structured method to
handle such a large number of law texts. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel approach to
extract legal as well as domain-relative terms, and then build a law ontology. We used the current
Chinese law text from the Laws & Regulations Database as the data source. We then utilized natural
language processing tools and data mining techniques to extract legal keywords and their definitions
automatically. Subsequently, we constructed a Taiwan law ontology with the legal keywords and
relative definitions. We have extracted 1114 legal keywords with definitions. With the characteristics
of an ontology, users can view one keyword with its information and the associated keywords.
Furthermore, we provide a service, which includes both the graphical and text interfaces to users on
the web, such that a user can readily access the legal information on the Internet.

Keywords: term extraction; nature language processing; ontology; semantic web

1. Introduction

With the prevalence of the Internet, people tend to search information, for example,
that concerning laws on the Web. However, it may take users a lot of time to acquire the "right"
information since there is a lack of structured methods to effectively express the information.
Furthermore, the content of some specific domain knowledge is too hard for users to fully understand.
In those countries governed by law, law involves a legal compelling force to secure civil rights.
Law systems can be classified into two categories: common law and continental law. Taiwan adopts
the continental law system whereby law is a social norm, and numbers of laws and regulations have
been enacted to deal with possible arguments or conflicts that people may encounter in their daily
life. Therefore, it is important for people to know the definitions of legal terms as they are used in
specific laws.

In Taiwan’s legal system, there are rules to name laws and regulations. According to Articles 2
and 3 of the Central Regulation Standard Act [1], statutes are named as acts, penal acts, special acts or
comprehensive acts. Other ordinances publicized by a government agency according to their properties
are named organic rules, norm rules, enforcement rules, directive rules, guidance rules, standard rules
or canon rules. Currently, there are over six thousand laws and regulations, classified as acts or rules,
in Taiwan. The Laws & Regulations Database of the Republic of China (Taiwan) is a legal platform on
the Internet designed to provide the latest news and a query function [2]. It is convenient for people
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to acquire legal information; however, understanding this legislation still requires a certain level of
knowledge on the part of the public. Hence, organizing and identifying professional knowledge by
technical methods, and providing an easy and convenient service for users have become a potential
issue of knowledge retrieval. Considering that the number of laws is huge and they are mostly
expressed in a descriptive way without proper structural form, it is difficult for users to understand
the legislation immediately. Thus, the goal of this paper is to develop a tool that facilitates expressing
knowledge related to Taiwan’s laws and making the legal information more accessible to users.

In the field of knowledge engineering, the semantic web is an extension of the web through
standards by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C); these standards promote common data formats
and exchange protocols on the Web [3]. Ontology is a knowledge representation method in the semantic
web, which originated in the field of philosophy and which concerns what entities exist or can be
said to exist [4]. In computer science, ontology is a practical application of philosophical ontology,
which defines the types, properties, and interrelationships of the entities that really or fundamentally
exist in particular domain knowledge [5]. In this paper, based on the current legal database, words can
be analyzed by extracted keywords [6] and Chinese word segmentation tools. Chinese is more complex
than English in terms of natural language processing (NLP) [7] because it does not use spaces to
separate words. Therefore, using a Chinese word segmentation tool to pre-process the Chinese text
is necessary. The legal keywords and their relative definitions from statutes can then be extracted
using an automatic method. In our previous work [6], support vector machine (SVM) and expertise
knowledge were used to automatically extract legal keywords from Taiwan’s law database. Based on
the extracted legal keywords, we proceed to find the existing relationships between the keywords.
To make our ontology closer to the characteristics of laws, we compared the existing elements of the
ontologies from different domains, and established the elements of the ontology which are suitable for
the field of law. There were also a number of issues that needed to be addressed. First, it is a challenge
to figure out the related attributes and the relationships between each keyword. Second, it is also a
challenge to identify and label the important keywords from a large number of keywords in statutes.
The third issue is how to provide a graphical way to display the law ontology.

The previous methods of ontology construction usually required extensive involvement of experts
in the field, which takes a great deal of human resources and time. In this paper, an automatic tool
is proposed to construct the law ontology from Taiwan’s law database. With this automatic tool,
we believe it would be beneficial to both law experts, such as law professors, judges, and lawyers,
and to the general public. Therefore, the expected contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

• We design an efficient approach to structuring law information and extracting legal keywords
and their relative definitions automatically using data mining and automatic methods.

• A user-friendly, graphical user interface (GUI) that adopts our proposed approach is implemented
to allow users to access legal keywords effectively.

• We consider the related attributes and relationships among keywords to retrieve not only the
legal terms, but also the relevant definitions by integrating the patterns discovered by law experts
into our extraction process.

• The proposed method aims to enhance the usage of legal knowledge by using ontology technology.
In the evaluation section, we show that our approach compared with the conventional methods
which only provide keyword searching in statutes is able to provide in-depth legal term retrievals.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explores related works on ontology and
the semantic web. Section 3 illustrates our approaches to automatically building the Taiwan law
ontology. The implementation and evaluation are described in Section 4. The discussion of this paper
is presented in Section 5, and the conclusions are also presented in Section 5.
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2. Related Work

The survey of current approaches, algorithms and tools are related to our approach. The details
are given in the following section.

2.1. Chinese Word Segmentation

In this paper, we propose an approach to automatically extract law terms and their definitions
so as to construct a law ontology. Much current state-of-the-art research has explored automation
strategies [8–11] to support various online applications. In the following sections, we describe the
related work in terms of Chinese word segmentation and ontology.

2.2. Chinese Word Segmentation

NLP, an active research area in artificial intelligence, aims to enable computers to understand
human language. There are many challenging tasks in NLP, such as sentence segmentation,
word segmentation [12], and part-of-speech tagging [13]. Word segmentation is the process of dividing
continuous text into meaningful units. In English and many other written languages, the space is a good
punctuation mark for delimiting words. However, the Chinese written language does not mark word
boundaries in such a fashion. As a consequence, when processing Chinese text, word segmentation
is an important process that separates continuous sentences into separate words. There are many
Chinese word segmentation tools including CKIP [14], ICTCLAS [15], etc. Taking Chinese text as
inputs, these tools are able to mark the boundaries from the Chinese text to Chinese meaning units
and even add part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging) to each unit. This POS tagging is very helpful for
computers to determine the grammatical type of the word.

2.3. Ontology

2.3.1. The Definition of Ontology

In knowledge engineering, the most popular definition of ontology was proposed by Gruber
in 1993 [16]: "An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization". Ontology is a formal
description of the concepts and relationships that can represent the knowledge of a specific domain.
Furthermore, an ontology can be regarded as the set of terms in the field of particular domain
knowledge. To represent concepts that belong to the domain knowledge, each term is described by its
attributes and relationships to other terms. Ontology already has several mature applications in many
domains. These ontologies are available for public use. For example, WordNet is a lexical database of
the English language [17]; it groups English words into synonyms called synsets. WordNet has been
administered by George Armitage Miller of the Cognitive Science Laboratory of Princeton University
since 1985. In recent years, WordNet has been widely extended from English to other languages.
Another application of ontology is Gene Ontology (GO) [18] which provides an ontology of defined
terms representing gene product properties. Gene Ontology aims to provide an efficient way to store
and display complicated biological information, saving searching time. Yet another application of
ontology is BabelNet [19], a multilingual lexicalized semantic network. For learners, BabelNet is a
language learning tool that provides a search engine for multiple languages. The ontology applications
mentioned above are aimed at building general ontologies for common knowledge in each language.
These ontologies are designed for some specific domains; nevertheless, when they are used to express
domain-specific knowledge, they might not be available to describe that specific knowledge accurately.
In this paper, we construct an ontology for legal domain knowledge with the objective of precisely
expressing the legal knowledge. Although ontologies are applied in different fields, contemporary
ontologies share similar structures. Figure 1 is a good example from the Protege Ontology 101 page [20].
It describes the category, the place of production and much information about wine to integrate a wine
ontology. In Figure 1, the black and red boxes represent classes and instances, respectively, while the
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links represent the relationships between classes and instances. An ontology consists of the following
common components:

• Classes, also called sets, collections, or concepts, are the core component of an ontology.
Classes present the concepts in the field.

• Attributes, also called aspects, properties, features, characteristics, or parameters, actually act as
conceptual components of class.

• Individuals are also called instances or objects. An individual is a thing or entity in reality.
• Relations are used by classes or individuals to relate to one another.

Chateau Lafite Rothschild Pauillac

Château Lafite RothschildPauillac

Winery Bordeaux

io maker produces

io best wineries 

Figure 1. Some classes, instances, and their relationships in the wine domain [20].

Since ontologies are made up of these ontology components, sharing ontologies becomes more
convenient and formal.

2.3.2. The Ontology Construction Methods

With the spread of the application of ontologies, previous studies have built ontologies in various
domains. In addition, previous research has promoted automatic [21] or semi-automatic [22,23]
construction methods to enhance the efficiency of ontology construction. One study [23] extracted
health records from a database and encoded them into ontological structured data for constructing
a health ontology system, which shares the information within the healthcare community.
Another work [24] constructed a law enforcement ontology by collecting thousands of sanitized
emails between law enforcement investigators over a three-year period as its data source. In order
to improve the ability to describe law enforcement events, the research defined the domain-specific
ontology components. Another work [25] created an ontology of maritime information in Chinese.
When extracting terms from Chinese text, this research calculated the weight of each term. A term has a
higher weight when it is regarded as a proper term in the maritime area. As a consequence, those terms
with a high weight are considered as a suitable class in maritime ontology. The above-mentioned
construction methods aim to build domain ontologies efficiently. On the other hand, another work [26]
focused on providing web services and visualization for law ontology related to the domestic law of
Korea. It also supports associated search functions, providing an easy and convenient service from
the user’s perspective. Although there are many ontology construction methods, there is a lack of
an ontology for the legal domain in Taiwan. In order to build a law ontology, we cooperated with
Taiwanese law experts as well as using the laws and regulations of Taiwan as the data source. In other
words, we aimed to identify the features in law statutes using an automatic method to construct a law
ontology for Taiwan.

2.3.3. Ontology Language and Ontology Editor

An ontology is a formal way to describe knowledge expression, and can be applied in a wide range
of fields. There are many traditional syntax ontology languages, such as CycL [27], and DOGMA [28].
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To provide a unified standard of constructed ontology, the W3C defines the standard of the Ontology
Language, called OWL [29]. The OWL language is a family of knowledge representation languages
for authoring ontologies in the semantic web, providing common frameworks that allow data to be
shared and reused.

The OWL languages are characterized by formal semantics including SHOE [30],
DAML + OIL [31], the Web Ontology Language [32], etc. They are built upon a W3C Extensible
Markup Language (XML) [33] standard for objects called the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [34]. Extending from the RDF is the RDF Schema (Resource Description Framework Schema,
variously abbreviated as RDFS, RDF(S), RDF-S, or RDF/S) [35], which is an extensible knowledge
representation data model. The following example is taken from the W3C website [36] and describes
the personal profile of a person whose name is Eric Miller, whose email address is e.miller123@example
(changed for security purposes), and whose title is Doctor (Figure 2).

http://www.w3.org/People/EM/contact#me

http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/pim/contact#Person

Mailto:em#w3.org
Dr.

Eric Miller

http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/pim/contact#personalTitle http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/pim/contact#mailbox

http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/pim/contact#fullName
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type

Figure 2. The RDF graph describing Eric Miller.

The resource [37] is a subject that includes the following objects:

• "Eric Miller" (with a predicate "whose name is").
• "mailto:e.miller123@example" (with a predicate "whose email address is").
• "Dr." (with a predicate "whose title is").

This information can also be written in RDF/XML format (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The RDF/XML format describing Eric Miller.

These RDF resources can be saved in a triple-store and searched by the query language SPARQL
(a recursive acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) [38]. Figure 4 shows the
structure of the OWL languages.
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XML

RDF(S)
SHOE OMLXOL

OIL DAML+OIL

Figure 4. The structure of the OWL languages.

The OWL languages aim to produce readable data for both humans and machines, but the huge
number of labels makes it inconvenient for humans to read. There are many kinds of ontology editors:
Protége [39], Knoodl [40], and OntoEdit [41], for instance. Ontology editors are applications designed
to assist in the creation or manipulation of ontologies. Some of them also provide the function of
exporting to other ontology languages. These ontology editors provide a user interface for experts to
establish their domain ontology. However, these editors are not able to automatically create ontologies.
In this paper, by automatic extraction of legal terms, definitions, and relations, we aim to build a law
ontology automatically using Apache Jena, a Java Semantic Web framework [42], as the presentation
tool. Apache Jena provides many application programming interfaces (APIs) for Java to write RDF
graphs, such as RDF API [43] and Ontology API [44]. It also provides the Apache Jena Fesuki [45],
which is a SPARQL server providing OWL data by JSON, XML and many other formats. In this paper,
we use the Ontology API and Apache Jena Fesuki server to design the user interface for querying the
law ontology.

3. System Architecture

Section 3.1 introduces our proposed system overview. Section 3.2 introduces the method of
pre-processing the Chinese law text. Section 3.3 introduces the patterns found by law experts.
Section 3.4 introduces how to classify the ontology using the Taiwan Six Codes structure. Section 3.5
describes our proposed ontology data model for constructing the Taiwan Law Ontology.

3.1. System Overview

The objective of this paper was to automatically construct a Taiwan law ontology based on
Taiwan’s statutes. In particular, an automatic extraction mechanism was developed which extracts the
definitions of legal keywords from various statutes. In this paper, we used the current Chinese law
text from the Taiwan law database as the data source. The data sources of the statutes include acts,
penal acts, special acts, and comprehensive acts. These acts are named according to Article two in the
Central Regulation Standard Act [1]. There are 585 acts included in our data source. The number of
statutes under each act is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The number of laws under each type of act.

Type Act Penal Act Special Act Comprehensive Act

Laws 353 0 216 16

To construct the Taiwan law ontology, legal keywords were used as classes of this topology.
The legal keywords used in this paper were obtained based on our previous work on the automatic
extraction of legal keywords from Taiwan’s statutes [6]. Figure 5 shows the system architecture
that consists of five steps to automatically construct the Taiwan law ontology. First, the Chinese
legal texts are imported to the system and stored in csv format. Second, ICTCLAS, a Chinese word
segmentation tool, is used to divide Chinese sentences into meaningful units (segments). In addition,
it also adds the POS tag to each unit. The word segmentation and POS tagging performed in this step
are critical to the following steps, especially the accuracy of the keyword definition and class relation
in the ontology. Third, examples of patterns of legal definitions in the statutes were defined by law
experts first. Based on these examples, patterns of legal definitions were transformed into regular
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expressions to facilitate the finding of legal definitions by string matching. By searching all statutes,
all pairs of (keyword, legal definition) were automatically extracted, and each pair was associated
with one or more originating statutes. Fourth, with the legal keywords, their relations with acts,
statutes, and legal definition, the Taiwan law ontology data model was constructed with the aim of
expressing the legal knowledge. Finally, we classify the classes of the ontology using the Taiwan
Six Codes structure [46] and describe the ontology using the OWL Language. After we finished the
law ontology construction, we built a web platform to provide a visualized presentation of the law
Ontology information, which also has a search function. In the following, we describe the technical
details of each step.

s

Chinese 

Law Text
Pre-Processor

Transfer to CSV Format

Chinese Word POS Tagging

Known Patterns

In Legal Text

Analysis

Extracting Legal Keywords & Definitions

Identifying relationships between 

each legal keyword

Legal

Keywords
Legal Ontology

Legal 

Keyword

Search

Search

Results

Legal

Terms

Figure 5. The procedure of building and using the law ontology.

3.2. The Pre-Processing of the Data

In order to use Taiwan statutes as the data source for automatic topology construction,
pre-processing the raw data obtained from the website of the Ministry of Justice, Taiwan was necessary
to facilitate later processing. Taiwan’s acts are formed with articles, but each article might contain
one or more statute sentences. Thus, storing each article in csv format could ease the processing of
the articles sentence by sentence, and extracting the legal keywords and definitions. With csv format,
when there are multiple statute sentences in the article, they will be separated by a special character:
the half-width colon. As a consequence, it becomes much easier for computers to identify and process
one single statute sentence at a time. After each sentence has been properly separated, the next issue is
dividing the Chinese sentences into meaningful units and adding POS tags. As previously mentioned,
ICTCLAS was used for this purpose. In addition to these steps, the pre-processing step also needs to
determine the number of column-type items as well as remove polished words in statute sentences.

3.3. Patterns of Legal Definitions

In order to extract the legal definitions of legal keywords, we first had law experts collect example
patterns of legal definitions appearing in Taiwan statutes. Figure 6 shows the legal definition patterns
found by the law experts. These patterns are given in the format of (pattern, partial sentence,
originating article). The pattern consists of some special Chinese characters and grammar. The
partial sentence gives an example of how a keyword is defined by this pattern. In total, the law experts
found 15 patterns are listed in Figure 6. These patterns were then transformed into regular expressions.
Due to the power of regular expression, we were able to merge two or three patterns into a single
regular expression. The final regular expressions we derived are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The final regular expressions of each pattern.

Regular Expression Pattern Number

^稱(.*)，(?:謂|為|指|係指)(.*) 1.2.3.4
^稱(.*?)：(.*) 5
(.*)，(?:|亦)視為(.*) 6.7
^本法用詞定義(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)：(.*) 8
本法所定(.*?)，(.*) 9
(.*)，以(.*)論 10
(.*)，分(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)(?:一|二|三|四|五|六|七|八|九|十)種：(.*) 11
^稱(.*)(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)：(.*) 12
(.*)，稱為(.*) 13
(.*)區分(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)：(.*) 14
^本法用詞，定義(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)：(.*) 15

Chinese characters: 稱,謂,為,指,係指 (referred to as), 視為 (regarded as), 本法用詞定義 (?:如下|下列|左列|如左)
(terminologies used in this article is listed as follows), 本法所定(This law defines), 以(.*)論 (is regarded as), 分 (?:如
下|下列|左列|如左) (is listed or categorized as follows), 區分 (classified as follows), 本法用詞，定義(terminology or
definition used in this article is listed as follows).

Figure 6. Cont.
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Chinese characters: 稱,謂,為,指,係指 (referred to as), 視為 (regarded as), 本法用詞定義(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)
(terminologies used in this article is listed as follows), 本法所定(This law defines), 以(.*)論 (is regarded as), 分(?:如下|下
列|左列|如左) (is listed or categorized as follows), 區分(classified as follows), 本法用詞，定義(terminology or definition
used in this article is listed as follows).

Figure 6. The patterns of legal definitions.

3.4. The Taiwan Six Codes Structure

There are many laws and regulations; furthermore, the lack of a categorization structure makes
it difficult to sort them systematically. To categorize the laws and regulations clearly, we adopted
the Taiwan Six Codes structure, the W.N. structure, which was proposed by the Wu-Nan Culture
Enterprise. Figure 7 shows the W.N. structure in which the laws and regulations are divided
into 10 categories.
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Number Item Item (in Chinese) 

8-1 General 

Administration 

一般行政 

8-2 Civil law 民法 

8-3 Education 教育 

8-4 Culture 文化 

8-5 Economic 經濟 

8-6 Financial 財政 

8-7 Accounting 主計 

8-8 Public 

Construction 

公共工程 

8-9 Traffic 交通 

8-10 National 

Defense 

國防 

8-11 Diplomatic 外交 

8-12 Cross-strait 

Relations 

兩岸關係 

8-13 Examine the 

Personnel 

考銓人事 

8-14 Employment 

Labor 

就業勞動 

8-15 Medicine & 

Health 

醫藥衛生 

8-16 Environmental 環保生態 

8-17 Agriculture and 

Forestry 

農林漁牧 

8-18 Professional 

Occupation 

專門職業 

8-19 Legal Ethics 法律倫理 

Number Category Category (in Chinese) 

1 Constitution and Relations 

Regulations 

憲法及關係法規 

2 Civil Law and Relations 民法及關係法規 

3 Commercial Law and 

Relations 

商事法及關係法規 

4 Civil Litigation and 

Relations 

Regulations 

民事訴訟及關係法規 

5 Non-contentious Laws and 

Related Regulations 

非訴訟件法及關係法規 

6 Criminal Law and 

Relationship Regulations 

刑法及關係法規 

7 Criminal Procedure Law 

and Relationship 

Regulations 

刑事訴訟法及關係法規 

8 Administrative Law and 

Relations Regulations 

行政法及關係法規 

9 International Law and 

Relations Regulations 

國際法及關係法規 

10 Interpretation of the Court 

of Justice 

司法院大法官會議解釋彙編 

Figure 7. The W.N. structure of Taiwan six codes.

However, the W.N. structure could not categorize the laws and regulations completely.
After consulting with several law experts, we modified the classification structure as follows:

• Remove category 9 and category 10 which are unsuitable for our classification structure.
• Add category 0 to collect those laws and regulations that cannot be classified into any other

category. For example, The Indigenous People’s Basic Law (原住民基本法) cannot to be classified
into any of the existing categories, so it can be categorized into category 0.

The proposed classification structure is more suitable for categorization, and is shown in the
following figure (Figure 8). We developed the classification classes in our law ontology based on this
classification structure. The classification classes are described in detail in Section 3.5.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Number Item Item (in Chinese) Sum 

8-1 
General 
Administration 

一般行政 
13 

8-2 Civil Law 民法 19 

8-3 Education 

Culture 

教育 22 

8-4 Culture 文化      9 

8-5 Economic 經濟 3 

8-6 Financial 財政 33 

8-7 Accounting 主計 5 

8-8 
Public 
Construction 

公共工程 
0 

8-9 Traffic 交通 2 

8-10 
National 
Defense 

國防 
4 

8-11 Diplomatic 外交 2 

8-12 
Cross-strait 

Relations 

兩岸關係 
0 

8-13 
Examine the 
Personnel 

考銓人事 
23 

8-14 Employment 
Labor 

就業勞動 
15 

8-15 Medicine & 
Health 

醫藥衛生 
17 

8-16 Environmental 環保生態 0 

8-17 
Agriculture and 

Forestry 

農林漁牧 
0 

8-18 
Professional 

Occupation 

專門職業 
8 

8-19 Legal Ethics 法律倫理 1 

Number Category Category (in Chinese) 

0 Unclassified 尚未歸類 

1 
Constitution and Relations 

Regulations 
憲法及關係法規 

2 Civil Law and Relations 民法及關係法規 

3 
Commercial Law and 

Relations 
商事法及關係法規 

4 
Civil Litigation and 

Relations 
民事訴訟及關係法規 

5 
Non-contentious Laws and 

Related Regulations 
非訴訟件法及關係法規 

6 
Criminal Law and 

Relationship Regulations 
刑法及關係法規 

7 
Criminal Procedure Law 

and Relationship 
刑事訴訟法及關係法規 

8 
Administrative Law and 

Relations Regulations 
行政法及關係法規 

Figure 8. The proposed structure of Taiwan six codes.
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3.5. Ontology Data Model

The Taiwan law ontology we built consists of the following components: class, instance, relation,
and attributes. In this topology, classes are concepts or categories. Specifically, each legal keyword
extracted automatically from the statutes/articles is defined as a class. Furthermore, the classifications
from the Taiwan Six Codes structure are also defined as classes.

Each class may have the following attributes: < hassource >, < hasde f inition >, < hasinstance >.
The attribute < hassource > describes from which statute and article number the class was extracted.
The attribute < hasde f inition > is the key contribution of this paper which gives the automatic
extracted legal definition for the class by using the aforementioned definition pattern. Figure 9 shows
a basic class with its attributes < hassource > and < hasde f inition >.The attribute < hasinstance > is
used to describe a concrete object of the class. Notably, since each legal keyword may appear in more
than one statute and has more than one legal definition, each of these source statutes and definitions
is described by separate attributes. In other words, each class may have multiple < hassource >,
< hasde f inition >, or < hasinstance > attributes.

Figure 9. The general class model.

Let us examine an example which shows the need for multiple < hasinstance >

attributes. Figure 10 shows Article 6 in the Consumer Protection Law [D3JSDOC]. The phrase
"competent authorities" is identified as a legal keyword by our system. The article also matches
one of the legal definition patterns. However, with the ICTCLAS tool, the auto extraction system
is able to identify that the definition part consists of three sub-sentences, each of which defines a
different level of administrative authority, namely, central government level, municipal level and
county/city level. Consequently, the "competent authorities" class will be constructed with attributes
as shown in Figure 11. The < hassource > attribute indicates that its source article is "Article 6 in
the Consumer Protection Law". We give the < hasinstance > an additional tag to differentiate which
level of the instance. Specifically, < hasinstance : county − city >, < hasinstance : municipal >,
< hasinstance : central > indicates the administrative authority at the county/city, municipal,
and central level, respectively. In addition, in order to distinguish different components in the
ontology graph, different colors and symbols are used to represent different components. The classes
and attributes are represented by yellow circles and the instances are illustrated by purple diamonds.

 

Article 6   The competent authorities defined by this Law at the central  

government level shall be the competent authorities having 

primary jurisdictions, at the municipal governments and at the 

country city levels the county and city governments.  

Figure 10. The sample statutes.
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Figure 11. The competent authorities class model.

There are six types of relations between two classes: < kind − o f >, < associated >,
< same− origin >, < sub − class >, < is − Classi f ied − As >, and < has − Source >.
First, the < kind− o f > relation, denoted by a pointed arrow between two classes describes
that the origin class is the superclass of the pointed class. It is also often referred to as
< is− a− superclass− o f >. Second, the < associated > relation means that the pointed class appears
in the legal definition of the origin class of the pointed arrow. This relation is a specially designed
relation for the purpose of this topology. Third, the < same− origin > relation between two classes
means that they share the same source statute. Fourth, the < sub− class > relation, which is also
denoted by a pointed arrow between two classes indicates that the origin class can be divided into
the pointed classes. Each pointed class is a part of the origin class. The origin class might have
multiple < sub− class > relations with multiple pointed classes. All the pointed classes constitute
the definition of the origin class. Fifth, the < is− Classi f ied− As > relation between a class and an
instance is used in the Taiwan Six Code classification classes. This relation means that the instance
belongs to the classification class. Finally, the < has− Source > relation between an attribute and
an instance links the attribute to the relative instance. This relation indicates that the class can be
classified into the Taiwan Six Code classification class. Figure 12 shows an example of the relations
< is− Classi f ied− As > and < has− Source >.

Figure 12. The example shows the < is− Classi f ied− As > and < has− Source > relation, as well as
the Taiwan Six Codes Classification Class0.
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4. Approach Implementation and Evaluation

In this section, we describe the various steps that were required to create the Taiwan law ontology,
including extracting the keywords and definitions from the statutes, constructing the ontology,
and storing the ontology in the RDF storage. Finally, the web-based interface is presented which makes
the ontology more convenient for users to access the professional legal knowledge. We performed the
data pre-processing, extraction of the legal keywords and definitions, and the ontology construction
with Jena API [44–46] in Java. We constructed the Web-based Services using PHP and JavaScript,
and implemented the method for accessing the database using SPARQL.

4.1. Extracting Legal Keywords and Definitions

This paper aims to design and implement the Taiwan law ontology based on extracted legal
keywords and definitions automatically. The first step is to gather the legal keywords and relative
definitions. As with the aforementioned methods in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, our data sources are the
pre-processed laws and relations. We use the segmentation tool (ICTCLAS) as well as the 15 patterns
in the regular expression format to assist in the process. The first statistics shown in Table 3 indicate
the number of definitions found in the regular expression for each keyword. After inspecting the
15 patterns, we find that there are some patterns with more than one keyword and definition in the
article, for example, pattern number 8 and pattern number 15 in Table 2. These kinds of statutes might
contain multiple keywords and definitions. After adjusting the judgment program, we obtained the
second set of statistics. In Table 3, there are dramatic improvements in the second set of statistics for
pattern number 8 and pattern number 15.

Table 3. The statistics of each pattern.

Pattern
Number Regular Expression First

Statistics
Second

Statistics

1 ^稱(.*)，謂(.*) 138 138
2 ^稱(.*)，為(.*) 17 17
3 ^稱(.*)，指(.*) 188 188
4 ^稱(.*)，係指(.*) 101 101
5 ^稱(.*?)：(.*) 95 95
6 (.*)，視為(.*) 393 393
7 (.*)，亦視為(.*) 2 2
8 ^本法用詞定義(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)：(.*) 20 99
9 本法所定(.*?)，(.*) 141 141
10 (.*)，以(.*)論 0 0
11 (.*)，分(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)(?:一|二|三|四|五 |六|七|八|九|十)種：(.*) 2 2
12 ^稱(.*)(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)：(.*) 20 20
13 (.*)，稱為(.*) 16 16
14 (.*)區分(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)：(.*) 15 15
15 ^本法用詞，定義(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)：(.*) 25 106

Total 1173 1333

Chinese characters:稱,謂,為,指,係指(referred to as),視為(regarded as),本法用詞定義(?:如下|下列|左列|如左)
(terminologies used in this article is listed as follows), 本法所定(This law defines), 以(.*)論 (is regarded
as), 分(?:如下|下列|左列|如左) (is listed or categorized as follows), 區分(classified as follows),
本法用詞，定義(terminology or definition used in this article is listed as follows).

4.2. Law Ontology Construction and Storage

In this step, we utilize those extracted data from Section 4.1 to implement the law ontology.
The first step is to extract the keywords from the patterns or judged from the statutes by SVM [6],
then convert them into classes with their attributes. When constructing the attributes of the class,
the relative definition was created as the < hasde f inition > and the law article source was created as
the < hassource >. The attribute < hassource > format needs to contain the referenced statute’s name
and the article number in detail. That will make it clear for users to look up the whole article content
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at a glance in the source statutes. The format is: "statutesname− thearticlenumber", as in the example:
"the Consumer Protection Law − Article 6" (消費者保護法–第六條). By verifying the keyword, if it
is equal to or contains the words "competent authorities" (主管機關 or主辦機關) at the end of the
keyword string, it may have the attribute < hasinstance > in the statutes. Therefore, we have to
identify out the different level competent authorities, create these competent authorities as instances,
and give additional tags to differentiate which level of the instance it is.

When converting those keywords into classes, we notice that the definitions of several
keywords vary according to the different sources. In this case, we create one keyword as a
unique class with multiple attributes < hasde f ini − tion > and < hassource >. Thus, we have
1333 keywords and their definitions, but the number of classes in the ontology will be 1114
after the combination. However, the "competent authorities" keywords are not used in this
situation. Although the "competent authorities" keywords may be the same in words, they represent
different administrative units in different statutes. The following table shows the statistical number of
the ontology class and the competent authorities class (Table 4).

Table 4. The statistical number of ontology classes.

The Ontology Class Number of Classes

Definition patterns extracted class 1114
Competent authorities class 81
SVM judged keyword class 168,020

Classes in law ontology 169,215

The second step is to construct the Six Code classification classes that have already been described
in detail in Section 3.4. Figure 13 shows the number of laws and regulations in each classification.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Number Item  Item  (in Chinese) Sum 

8-1 General 
Administration 

一般行政 13 

8-2 Civil Law 民法 19 

8-3 Education 

Culture 

教育 22 

8-4 Culture 文化 9 

8-5 Economic 經濟 3 

8-6 Financial 財政 33 

8-7 Accounting 主計 5 

8-8 Public 
Construction 

公共工程 0 

8-9 Traffic 交通 2 

8-10 National 
Defense 

國防 4 

8-11 Diplomatic 外交 2 

8-12 Cross-strait 

Relations 

兩岸關係 0 

8-13 Examine the 
Personnel 

考銓人事 23 

8-14 Employment 
Labor 

就業勞動 15 

8-15 Medicine & 
Health 

醫藥衛生 17 

8-16 Environmental 環保生態 0 

8-17 Agriculture and 

Forestry 

農林漁牧 0 

8-18 Professional 

Occupation 

專門職業 8 

8-19 Legal Ethics 法律倫理 1 

Number Category Category (in Chinese) Number of Laws 
and Regulations 

0 Unclassified 尚未歸類 323 

1 
Constitution and Relations 

Regulations 
憲法及關係法規 22 

2 Civil Law and Relations 民法及關係法規 9 

3 
Commercial Law and 

Relations 
商事法及關係法規 7 

4 
Civil Litigation and 

Relations 
民事訴訟及關係法規 7 

5 
Non-contentious Laws and 

Related Regulations 
非訴訟件法及關係法規 5 

6 
Criminal Law and 

Relationship Regulations 
刑法及關係法規 16 

7 
Criminal Procedure Law 

and Relationship 
刑事訴訟法及關係法規 20 

8 
Administrative Law and 

Relations Regulations 
行政法及關係法規 176 

Total: 585 

Figure 13. The number of laws and regulations in each classification.

The last step is to link the six types of relations between the classes in the ontology. The rule of
each type relation has been described in detail in Section 3.5. The table below shows the number of
each type of relation in the law ontology (Table 5). After the ontology construction, we use the Jena
TDB dataset storage to store the ontology [46]. When storing the ontology in Jena TDB, we name each
class with its own URI. Therefore, we can utilize the Apache Jena Fuseki Server [45] with the SPARQL
query language and the class’s URI to access the class and its related information in the law ontology,
which is provided to users via the Web.
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Table 5. The number of each type of relation in the law ontology.

The Type of Relation The Number of Relation

<kind-of> 10
<associated> 27,412

<same-origin> 1100
<sub-class> 28

<is-Classified-As> 585
<has-Source> 1319

4.3. The Web-Based Service

4.3.1. Query Processing Engine

In this paper, we used the Apache Jena Fuseki Server connected to the Apache Jena TDB dataset.
Fuseki is a SPARQL server via which we can access the data using the SPARQL protocol over HTTP.
Following is a sample of the SPARQL query language (Table 6). With this type of query, we are able
to obtain the search information in JSON format (In Figure 14, we enter "in-active-service soldiers
(現役軍人).

Table 6. Sample SPARQL query language.

SPARQL
SELECT * WHERE
{ ?s ?o ?b . FILTER regex(str(?s), “the search words”). }

Figure 14. The query result in JSON format.
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4.3.2. The Graphical Interface

In the graphical interface, we used D3.js (Data-Driven Documents), which is a JavaScript
library [47]. We transform the returned JSON data into an SVG graph and present the ontology-based
data in the graphical interface. The classes, attributes and instances are represented by squares. Pointed
arrows with different colors denote different types of relationships in the ontology. As we provide two
view options, when the user enters the search keyword, he/she can also select the view option, either
graphical or text. The graphical interface shows the ontology as a graph and lists the complete article
in the left column. The graphical interface is illustrated in Figure 15, which shows the search result of
using "financial institutions" (金融機構) as the search keyword.

Figure 15. The Law Ontology Search with graphical interface.

4.3.3. The Text Interface

We also provide a text interface which only lists the ontology class and its detailed information.
When users only need the text context, it is a succinct way to show the class and other
relevant information. Figure 16 illustrates the text interface and shows the search result using
"financial institutions" (金融機構) as the search keyword. Users can choose the most suitable interface
to inspect the legal information. Both interfaces provide the search words with basic information
(definitions, sources) and furthermore show the related legal keywords. Users can click on the related
legal keywords which will show the detailed information using the same format.
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Figure 16. The Law Ontology Search with text interface.

4.4. The Evaluation of Keyword Extraction

After automatically extracting legal keywords and relative definitions, we invited a number
of law experts to analyze the results manually. The total number of legal keywords and relative
definitions is 1114. There are 681 legal keywords with correct definitions. On the other hand,
there are 315 keywords with correct definitions, but these keywords are not regarded as legal
keywords. Instead, they are just further explanations of some terms which appear in the statutes.
Only 82 legal keywords are considered as having incorrect definitions. Furthermore, we collected the
statistical number of patterns in different cases. The statistics are listed in the following table (Table 7).
We found that pattern numbers 6, 9, 12, and 14 have a higher percentage of generating incorrect
definitions, especially a large number of legal terms that are not keywords are generated by pattern
numbers 6 and 9.

Table 7. The statistical number of patterns in different cases.

Pattern
Number Total Correct Not

Regarded Incorrect

1 138 127 6 5

2 17 17 0 0
3 188 178 6 4
4 101 95 2 4
5 95 85 6 4
6 393 152 220 21
7 2 2 0 0
8 99 98 1 0
9 141 52 75 14
10 0 0 0 0
11 2 0 2 0
12 20 3 15 2
13 16 12 1 3
14 15 4 9 2
15 106 102 0 4
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

We propose a novel approach to automatically extracting legal and domain-relevant terms and
definitions by utilizing natural language processing tools and data mining techniques. We used a
Taiwan’s Laws & Regulations Database as the data source, and cooperated with legal experts to make
the information more useful via leveraging the automatically found legal keywords and definitions to
construct the Taiwan law ontology. With the characteristics of an ontology which is also implemented
as an application with both the graphical and text user interfaces, users can view one keyword
with its information and the associated keywords. When examining the results of the automatically
captured legal keywords and definitions, we identified some research directions for future works.
First, the Chinese law text is unlexicalized, and there are more than 15 patterns in Taiwan laws and
regulations. We can therefore increase the number of patterns, which will allow us to find more
keywords and definitions. Second, we found that there were some results which could not be regarded
as legal keywords and definitions. Rather, they were just some terms and further explanations used in
the laws. To solve this situation, we can add the attributes and relations in our law ontology, and then
the legal information can be expressed more completely. Finally, yet most importantly, although the
automatic methods are convenient and rapid, the results still need manual verification by experts to
ensure that they match their domain knowledge. We will enhance our approach by adopting deep
learning techniques.
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